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conflict and fragility continue to block the arter-

– even as we powered UN reform and, now,
step back from coordinating United Nations
agencies in the countries we serve.

between humanitarian and development actors

As Administrator, it was a true pleasure to lead

take root, bridging life-saving response with re-

the #NextGenUNDP transformation during

covery and development.

2018, disrupting how we think, invest, manage

From India to Fiji, we saw a surge of innovation

and deliver to accelerate sustainable development.

connecting people with the services they need

Today, UNDP’s mission has never been as

to get out of poverty, shaping governance

clear: we are here to help the 170 countries

solutions of the future. A youth employment

and territories in which we currently work to

and entrepreneurship initiative that started in

reach their development priorities so that no

Rwanda back in 2013 is now in 10 countries

one on this planet is left behind.

and set to be scaled up continent-wide by the
Africa Union.

We look forward to your partnership and collaboration on the journey.

In the next pages you will see some of the
many results we achieved in 2018. They reinforce that UNDP is uniquely designed to help
solve complex development problems in a
courageous, integrated and innovative way.

Achim Steiner
Administrator
United Nations Development Programme
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WHEN

UNDP IN 2018
Present in

$5.5 BILLION

17,000

in revenue

170

countries and territories

One of the world’s most

TRANSPARENT
organisations, according to the
Aid Transparency Index 2018

people working

31 MILLION

Supported elections around
the world on average

people had better access to the services
they need to tackle poverty

EVERY WEEK
Leveraged

27 MILLION

$6 BILLION

Provided HIV testing/
counselling to

6.3 MILLION
people

4

from public and private sources across
110 countries for sustainable energy

4 MILLION

people living in or recovering
from crisis got a job or improved their livelihoods

people were stronger
in the face of climate change

256 MILLION
tonnes of carbon emissions cut
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WHY

OUR
RATIONALE
CONNECTING THE SDGs

DEVELOPMENT IS A VIRTUOUS CYCLE

The Sustainable Development Goals provide a holistic blueprint for change – an

UNDP knows from experience that incremental change is not enough. Tackling drought in

integrated plan to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure that all people enjoy

Somalia is not just about water. Fighting poverty in Argentina is not just about income.

lasting peace and prosperity.

Promoting hydrogen-based clean mobility in China is not just about technology.

UNDP’s role is to help governments and actors throughout society to power and accelerate

In reality, preventing drought and famine will consolidate peace and security, and increase

their progress towards the Goals, while keeping the global vision intact and on track.

confidence in the economy. Fighting poverty will improve people’s health through access to
medical insurance. Promoting hydrogen energy solutions will improve public services, make

Combining the ambition of Agenda 2030 with the SDGs now demands a new kind of

cities healthier, and help stop global climate change.

approach to development: the more disruptive we are, the more transformational
the solutions will be.
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In short, one well-designed, positive change leads to many others.
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WHO

#NEXTGENUNDP
WHERE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE MEET
#NextGenUNDP builds on our existing assets – worldwide presence, thought leadership, and over
50 years of experience – to respond to a fast-changing development landscape.
We are creating new solutions, building collaboration platforms, and sparking new partnerships
and financing instruments. These innovations are disrupting the way our organisation thinks,
invests, manages, and delivers – so we can perform faster and better than ever.

Learning from the bees: youth training in Bekaa Valley, Lebanon.
Photo: Rana Sweidan / UNDP Lebanon
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THINK

INVEST

MANAGE

DELIVER

From reimagining the Human Development
Report, to improving how we use data to fight
poverty, to speeding up results through the
Accelerator Labs, #NextGenUNDP is boosting
countries’ progress toward the SDGs.

Investing US$5 billion each year in development progress, and as countries’ partner of
choice to access global funding windows,
#NextGenUNDP understands finance and risk,
and how to bring more investors to the table.

A better workplace means better results, so
we are pushing the boundaries to improve
our business model, balance our books,
increase efficiency, go digital, and invest in
our people for a more innovative, effective and
efficient #NextGenUNDP.

With our Global Policy Network connecting
UNDP’s 17,000-strong workforce, country
platforms in 46 countries, and a determination
to innovate, #NextGenUNDP is breaking down
silos with partners to change how complex
problems are solved.
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WHO

OUR LEADERSHIP

EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT

THE TEAM

Our Associate Administrator and eight Assistant
Secretary-Generals (ASGs) lead our teams and
connect UNDP’s local results for global change.

A gender-balanced, geographically diverse new team of Assistant Secretary-Generals and Resident
Representatives now leads UNDP in and across the 170 countries and territories we currently serve.
With 17,000 people connected through our new Global Policy Network, UNDP is one of the world’s
largest, most diverse, fastest learning organisations. Meet the team.

TEGEGNEWORK GETTU*
UN Under-Secretary-General
and UNDP Associate
Administrator

ABDOULAYE MAR DIEYE
Bureau for Policy and
Programme Support

AHUNNA EZIAKONWA
Regional Bureau for Africa

ASAKO OKAI
Crisis Bureau

HAOLIANG XU
Regional Bureau for Asia
and the Pacific

LUIS FELIPE LÓPEZ-CALVA
Regional Bureau for Latin America
and the Caribbean

MIRJANA SPOLJARIC EGGER
Regional Bureau for Europe
and the Commonwealth of
Independent States

MOURAD WAHBA
Regional Bureau for
Arab States

SUSAN MCDADE
Bureau for Management
Services

ULRIKA MODÉER
Bureau of External
Relations and Advocacy

UNDP’s 126 Resident Representatives, displaying a 50:50 gender ratio, join our Administrator in Bonn.

GENDER PARITY AND INCLUSION AT UNDP
Half of UNDP’s leaders and staff across the world are women. Our commitment to
gender equality runs deep and plays a central part in UNDP’s new People for 2030
strategy, designed to enhance how we attract, train and retain world-class
development talent. But we know there is more to do, because a better workplace
means better results. In 2018, new policies and measures on gender parity, sexual
harassment and disability inclusion advanced a more inclusive, equal and
respectful workplace. A new talent programme for young professionals with a
disability – the first of its kind in the UN – was launched by UNDP and UNV.
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*Mr. Tegegnework Gettu completed his term in December 2018.
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WHAT

STRATEGICALLY
ON TRACK
UNDP’s Strategic Plan for 2018-21 to help accelerate progress towards Agenda 2030 has three
integrated objectives: to eradicate all forms of poverty, accelerate structural transformations,
and build resilience to shocks and crises. In 2018, UNDP delivered results against each, accelerating local action to drive global change while embarking on a major shift in the way it works.

Poverty
Governance
Resilience
Environment
Energy
Gender
SIGNATURE SOLUTIONS
In 2017, UNDP defined and implemented six cross-cutting approaches to development,
known as Signature Solutions. A robust, integrated way to put our best work – or “signature”
skillset – into achieving the SDGs. The following pages explain the Solutions, highlighting the
impact each one made in 2018.
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GENDER MAINSTREAMING
A prerequisite of UNDP’s Strategic Plan is to mainstream
gender throughout its work, so that everyone in a society
has the freedom and opportunity to thrive.
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SIGNATURE SOLUTION: POVERTY

KEEPING PEOPLE
OUT OF POVERTY.
31 MILLION AT
A TIME.
It’s no coincidence that our first Signature Solution relates directly to the first Sustainable Development Goal: to eradicate all forms of poverty, wherever it exists. For UNDP, helping people to
get out and stay out of poverty is our primary focus. It features in our work with governments,
communities and partners across the 170 countries and territories in which we operate.
In 2018, we helped nearly half of the countries in the world to make the SDGs relevant at home,
aligning local and national priorities with the Goals for both immediate and long-term benefits.
Given the interconnected nature of the SDGs, this advanced progress towards ending the many
faces of poverty – once and for all.

4
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MILLION

MILLION

MILLION

PEOPLE LIVING IN OR RECOVERING
FROM CRISIS GOT A JOB OR
IMPROVED THEIR LIVELIHOOD

PEOPLE GAINED ACCESS TO
FINANCIAL SERVICES

PEOPLE HAD STRONGER
LIVELIHOODS IN THE FACE
OF CLIMATE CHANGE

PROTECTING THE LIVELIHOODS OF AMAZON COMMUNITIES PROTECTS OUR PLANET, TOO
The deforestation of the world’s greatest life source is a global, environmental threat – especially to those who
live there. UNDP is helping 69 indigenous communities in Peru alone, connecting them with regional governments
and the Ministry of Agriculture to ensure their land rights will be upheld for future generations.

UN partners with whom we worked most frequently on Poverty in 2018

Photo: Renato Pajuelo/UNDP Peru
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SIGNATURE SOLUTION: GOVERNANCE

SPREADING GOOD
GOVERNANCE.
STOPPING THE
OTHER KIND.
People’s lives are better when they have peace, freedom and opportunity, when government
is efficient and responsive, when rights and the law are respected and upheld, and when the
forces of globalization pull people up rather than hold them back.
In 2018, UNDP supported 56 counties in their electoral processes. We put digital solutions to the
test to improve civic engagement, manage health commodities, and address corruption – helping to shape the next generation of governance solutions.
UNDP helped to deliver last mile health services in 45 countries through our partnership with the
Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria. We continued to advocate for those less
heard because of stigma, discrimination and violence. This developed the first round of investment
portfolios for The Spotlight Initiative – a $500 million partnership between the UN and the European Union to eliminate all forms of violence against women and girls. Meanwhile, we increased the
expansion of the UN Partnership to Promote the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to 38 countries
through the Multi-Partner Trust Fund Office – strengthening our focus on leaving no one behind.

89

COUNTRIES
PARTNERED WITH US TO
REFORM DISCRIMINATORY
LAWS

55

MILLION

WOMEN AND INFANTS IN INDIA
VACCINATED WITH THE SUPPORT OF A
NEW VACCINE INTELLIGENCE NETWORK

21

MILLION
PEOPLE REGISTERED
TO VOTE IN 2018

UN partners with whom we worked most frequently on Governance in 2018

A HAPPY KABUL VOTER, DOCUMENTED IN INK
UNDP believes that law-abiding democracy includes the freedom of every adult to vote in his or her country.
Success starts with ensuring open registration, so that each voter is accounted for honestly, no matter what their
gender or background is.
Photo: Lorenzo Tugnoli/UNDP
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SIGNATURE SOLUTION: RESILIENCE

CRISIS RESPONSE,
RECOVERY AND
PROTECTION.
DONE BETTER.
For the millions of people across the world living in or recovering from crisis, there is no quick or
easy way out. Conflict, war, epidemics and disasters drive poverty, inequality, weak governance,
and the destruction of the environment. It is time to break this cycle.
In 2018, UNDP spent over $1 billion to strengthen resilience to shocks and crisis with the support
of partners and advocated for integrated, risk-informed approach to development, including
planning for and recovering from disasters.
A new way of working with humanitarian partners has taken root in UNDP, bridging urgent,
life-saving response with resilience, recovery, stabilization and development needs, because
helping communities to find or return to lives of dignity as quickly as possible is everyone’s
long-term goal.

$1+
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BILLION

COUNTRIES

MILLION

INVESTED TO STRENGTHEN
RESILIENCE TO CRISIS

SUPPORTED TO DEVELOP OR
IMPLEMENT STRATEGIES TO
PREVENT VIOLENT EXTREMISM

DISPLACED PEOPLE ACROSS
12 COUNTRIES REGAINED
ACCESS TO BASIC SERVICES
LIKE HOUSING AND ENERGY

RISING RESILIENCE IN THE CROSSHAIRS OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC
Tuvalu, with the second-lowest maximum elevation of any country, is highly vulnerable to the effects of cyclones
and rising sea levels. UNDP has scaled-up its community-based projects that protect coastal areas, food and
water security to better prepare people and islands for future extreme weather events.

UN partners with whom we worked most frequently on Resilience in 2018

Photo: Silke von Brockhausen/UNDP
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SIGNATURE SOLUTION: ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL
SOLUTIONS.
THE WAY NATURE
INTENDED.
The Sustainable Development Goals set out an integrated global plan to end poverty, protect the
planet, and ensure that all people enjoy lasting peace and prosperity. Climate change and environmental damage threaten that plan – all of it.
Working across our development mandate, UNDP helps countries to protect the people most vulnerable to shocks, defend the diversity of nature, and stop climate change from further altering the
balance of our planet. At the same time, we work with our partners to accelerate an evolution to
green economic pathways, investing in future-focused partnerships, industries, jobs and livelihoods.
A long-standing partner of the Global Environment Facility, and now with the second-largest Green
Climate Fund portfolio in the world, UNDP is the primary actor on climate change in the United
Nations. Our portfolio is built on countries’ trust in our work. Our aim is to help build the Paris Agreement and all environmental agreements into the heart of countries’ development priorities. After
all, the food, shelter, education and opportunities of billions of people depend on getting this right.

140

COUNTRIES

3

MILLION

256

SUPPORTED TO MOVE
CLOSER TO MEETING THEIR
PARIS PLEDGES

ACRES OF PROTECTED AREA IN 54
COUNTRIES WERE BETTER MANAGED WITH OUR SUPPORT

TONNES OF CARBON EMISSIONS
CUT WITH OUR SUPPORT
(EQUIVALENT TO 50 MILLION
CARS IN ONE YEAR)

MILLION

UN partners with whom we worked most frequently on Environment in 2018

TREE PLANTING TO COMBAT FOREST FIRES IN GEORGIA
Climate action is an ecosystem in itself, with UNDP leading the way to reconnect humans’ reliance on,
and responsibility towards, the natural world – living proof of the progress being made across the SDGs.
Photo: Vladimir Valishvili/UNDP Georgia
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SIGNATURE SOLUTION: ENERGY

GOODBYE
FOSSIL FUELS.
HELLO CLEAN
AFFORDABLE
ENERGY.
UNDP helps countries transition away from the use of finite fossil fuels and towards clean,
renewable, affordable sources of energy. Our sustainable energy portfolio spans more than
110 countries, leveraging billions of dollars in financing, including public and private sources.
With this financial support, we partner with cities and industries to increase the share of renewables in countries’ national energy mix; establish solar energy access to people displaced by
conflict; fuel systemic change in the transport industry; and generate renewable ways to light
homes for millions of people.
Given the fact that clean, affordable energy will power progress toward achieving the Sustainable Development Goals, UNDP adapts to the needs of each country across all the development
settings in which we work.

$1 372,000 110

BILLION

IN GRANT FINANCING
DELIVERED TO 110 COUNTRIES
AN ANESTHETIST IN ZIMBABWE SUPPORTS ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL BIRTH
UNDP’s Solar for Health initiative in Africa provides constant, cost-effective access to electricity, allowing
hospitals to function without the life-threatening power cuts experienced in the past, while also mitigating
the impact of climate change.

RURAL HOUSEHOLDS

COUNTRIES

IMPROVED THEIR ACCESS
TO CLEAN, AFFORDABLE AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY.

SUPPORTED BY UNDP’S
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
PORTFOLIO

UN partners with whom we worked most frequently on Energy in 2018

Photo: Karin Schermbrucker/UNDP
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SIGNATURE SOLUTION: GENDER

EMPOWERING
WOMEN AND GIRLS.
ENGAGING
MEN AND BOYS.
Gender equality and women’s empowerment drive change for the good of everyone. Today,
women, girls, and gender minorities are subverting inequalities and stereotypes. And we’re
here to help. As the UN’s leading development agency, we seek to integrate gender equality
into every aspect of our work, collaborating with our partner countries to end gender-based violence, tackle climate change with women farmers, and advance female leadership in business
and politics.
In 2018, we positively impacted the lives of millions of women. We helped countries and communities change the rules on access to finance, land and decision-making. We worked with the
disproportionate number of women affected by crisis and conflict. And we broke down barriers
that prevented women from voting. Because no one should be left behind.

73

COUNTRIES
PROMOTED WOMEN IN
LEADERSHIP AND DECISIONMAKING POSITIONS

17.2

MILLION

WOMEN REGISTERED AS
VOTERS WITH UNDP SUPPORT

59

PERCENT

OF PEOPLE WE SUPPORTED
THROUGH RECOVERY
PROGRAMMES IN 16 COUNTRIES
WERE WOMEN

UN partners with whom we worked most frequently on Gender in 2018

CHILD BENEFICIARIES OF A GREENHOUSE PROJECT IN AFGHANISTAN’S HERAT PROVINCE
With so many knock-on effects from gender inequality, UNDP’s work is geared to helping close the significant
gaps in education, employment, salary and leadership for women and girls worldwide.
Photo: S. Omer Sadaat/UNDP Afghanistan
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HOW

RETHINKING DEVELOPMENT
FROM WITHIN

COUNTRY
SUPPORT
PLATFORMS
Introduced 46
Country Support
Platforms—
36 more than
the target.

As the UN’s lead development agency, no organisation is better qualified to drive the future of
development. This is fueled by our scale plus our network of partners in and outside the United
Nations: public sector, private sector, long-standing and emerging.
The ambition of the Sustainable Development Goals requires an accelerated pace of change.
We are pushing boundaries in the way we manage our systems and resources, and adapting our
business model for a more effective, efficient and innovative UNDP. By improving internally, we
also improve our development results.

A new Global Policy Network
is changing the way we deliver
integrated results by connecting
17,000 personnel in virtual
communities across 170
countries and territories.

BALANCING
THE BUDGET
UNDP’s budget
was balanced for the
second consecutive
year, reversing a
downward trend.

PEOPLE
FOR 2030
In 2018, UNDP
launched a new
People for 2030
strategy, improving
the ways we attract,
train and retain
world-class talent.
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GLOBAL POLICY
NETWORK

PROGRAMME
REFORMS
REAL-TIME
DEVELOPMENT
MONITORING

Changes in the
way we do business
saved 33 days of
staff time per year
previously spent on
bureaucracy.

CYBER
SECURITY
DIGITAL
STRATEGY
A cutting-edge
Digital Strategy
was adopted to
transform UNDP
by 2021.

UNDP won
the CSO50
cybersecurity
award for the
fifth time in
six years.

40 UNDP Country
Offices used satellite
data to improve realtime development
monitoring.

UNDP
ACCELERATOR
LABS
Launched labs in 60
countries to support
our teams in innovation, acceleration
and scaling up.
27

HOW

POWERING
UN REFORM

THE UNDP FAMILY

As the United Nations changes to meet the challenge of the Sustainable Development Goals, UNDP

UNDP hosts a wider family of partnerships and programmes that are crucial for the UN’s work around

is supporting the process at every step. In 2018, UNDP invested huge efforts to ensure a successful

the world.

HOSTING SPECIALIZED FUNCTIONS
OF THE UN SYSTEM

reform – from seconding dozens of its senior staff to doubling its contribution to the resident coordinator system. UNDP did so while investing $5 billion* in development results, our highest level of

MULTI-PARTNER TRUST FUND (MPTF)

investment over the past five years.

The UN’s Multi-Partner Trust Fund Office (MPTFO) has channeled over $10
billion of pooled funding to development, incentivizing integrated UN responses to complex issues. The Office supports the $27 million UN Partnership on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which reached 38 countries in 2018,
and provides the platform for the Spotlight Initiative, a $500 million partnership
between the UN and the European Union to eliminate all forms of violence
against women and girls.
UN VOLUNTEERS
UN Volunteers deploys over 7,000 professionals each year – 83% from the

Seconded

Facilitated

63

$2.26

senior staff to be
Resident
Coordinators

BILLION

in financial transactions
for 118 agencies in over
170 countries

global South -- to 38 UN entities in over 140 countries, alongside 17,000 online
volunteers. In 2018, 137 Volunteers served in 62 Resident Coordinator Offices,
focused on assignments from coordination, to peace and development, to the
SDGs. UNV also champions people’s participation in their own communities’
development, strengthening ownership and fortifying results.

UNITED NATIONS OFFICE OF SOUTH-SOUTH COOPERATION (UNOSSC)
As part of our support to advancing South-South cooperation, UNDP hosts the
UN Office for South-South Cooperation (UNOSSC) which promotes, coordinates and supports South-South and triangular cooperation globally and within

2x
Doubled agency
cost-sharing contribution to

$10.3
MILLION
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the UN system. In 2018, UNOSSC brought together 200 Southern think tanks
to foster dialogue and research on development solutions.

Provided operational support
through our payroll system to

UNITED NATIONS CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT FUND (UNCDF)
UNCDF offers “last mile” finance models, primarily to Least Developed Coun-

35,000

tries, to unlock public and private finance for the poor. With a focus on financial

every month

test financing innovations, tackle exclusions, and take proven models to scale.

UN PERSONNEL

* $5 billion includes programme delivery and institutional expenditure.

inclusion, local development finance, and investment finance, UNCDF collaborates with other UN entities to combine its capital tools, expertise, and risk
tolerance with their thematic knowledge – taking an integrated approach to
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HOW

PARTNERS
SHAKING HANDS WITH THE WORLD

LENDING STAR POWER TO THE SDGs
The influence of Goodwill Ambassadors and celebrity advocates transcends national borders, shining
a spotlight on the biggest global issues and promoting the SDGs. Prominent figures in entertainment,
arts and sports, they help to raise awareness through campaigns, events, and on-the-ground project
visits. Their names, voices, media appeal and social media platforms amplify our reach, tap into new
audiences, and mobilize support for the work we do around the world.

The Sustainable Development Goals provide one agenda for everyone to unite behind: from CEOs
and Prime Ministers, to activists and scientists, to academics and financial leaders. At UNDP we are
proud that our partnerships span small social enterprises and large global brands like Mars Inc.,
Baidu, Microsoft and Visa; that we collaborate with small island nations and the world’s most populous states; and that we are breaking down the language of North and South.

THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS, INCLUDING:
THE GLOBAL FUND, TO FIGHT AIDS, TUBERCULOSIS AND MALARIA
As principle recipient of grants from the Global Fund, UNDP helped deliver last-mile
health services in 35 countries.

Actor
ANTONIO BANDERAS
Women’s equality,
climate action

Actor
CONNIE BRITTON
Gender equality

Professional footballer
IKER CASILLAS
Youth empowerment

Actor
NIKOLAJ COSTER-WALDAU
Climate action, gender
equality

Former professional footballer
DIDIER DROGBA
Health, economic
empowerment

His Royal Highness
CROWN PRINCE HAAKON
of Norway
Poverty eradication

Actor
MISAKO KONNO
Youth & women’s
empowerment

TV personality, author
PADMA LAKSHMI
Equality

Chefs, restauranteurs
JOAN, JOSEP & JORD ROCA
Sustainable food production &
consumption

Musician, social media
influencer
CODY SIMPSON
Protection of oceans

Legendary musician,
Grateful Dead
BOB WEIR
Climate action &
sustainability

Actor, producer
MICHELLE YEOH
Women’s equality, sustainability & wildlife protection

GREEN CLIMATE FUND (GCF)
The GCF is a critical global platform to respond to climate change by investing in
low-emission and climate-resilient development.
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY (GEF)
UNDP is a key partner of GEF, a partnership of governments, implementing agencies,
the private sector and civil society to tackle the world’s most complex and pressing
environmental problems in an integrated way.
THE WORLD BANK
UNDP’s partnership with the World Bank is growing to better support the 2030 Agenda, in particular in crisis settings. Beyond finance, in 2018 we launched the Pathways
for Peace report and advance critical research for better development results.
MONTREAL PROTOCOL
Through the Montreal Protocol, UNDP has worked with 120 countries to help eliminate
ozone depleting substances – to reverse the damage to the Earth’s ozone layer.
THE LION’S SHARE
In 2018 UNDP launched, in partnership with FINCH company and Mars, Inc., The
Lion’s Share fund for conservation. Through the initiative, partners contribute 0.5
percent of media spend on advertisements that feature animals.
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HOW
TOP 2018 UNDP FUNDING PARTNERS

PARTNERS

Partner

Regular*

Earmarked

Grand total

-

$429,781,733

$429,781,733

$45,454,545

$356,438,505

$401,893,050

-

$372,245,601

$372,245,601

$66,494,208

$279,631,562

$346,125,770

Global Fund

-

$334,979,609

$334,979,609

European Union

-

$325,089,554

$325,089,554

United States of America

$79,582,829

$172,068,920

$251,651,749

Sweden

$75,812,274

$121,354,895

$197,167,169

United Kingdom

$70,153,061

$101,976,546

$172,129,607

Ukraine

-

$162,272,016

$162,272,016

World Bank Group

-

$152,808,865

$152,808,865

$70,623,299

$81,313,557

$151,936,856

-

$144,531,921

$144,531,921

Netherlands

$34,129,693

$79,602,889

$113,732,582

Switzerland

$49,281,314

$59,250,477

$108,531,791

-

$96,467,030

$96,467,030

$5,896,226

$75,691,336

$81,587,562

Green Climate Fund

-

$80,286,451

$80,286,451

Brazil

-

$74,497,493

$74,497,493

Canada

$30,792,918

$38,531,472

$69,324,389

Denmark

$18,227,009

$45,049,427

$63,276,436

Saudi Arabia

$2,000,000

$53,583,428

$55,583,428

Thematic funds

Australia

$9,050,498

$38,512,176

$47,562,674

Reimbursable support services

Republic of Korea

$8,600,000

$38,476,045

$47,076,045

Egypt

-

$46,403,101

$46,403,101

Colombia

-

$45,241,878

$45,241,878

Montreal Protocol

-

$44,985,413

$44,985,413

Dominican Republic

-

$43,502,125

$43,502,125

Philippines

-

$28,707,016

$28,707,016

Uruguay

-

$26,922,115

$26,922,115

RESOURCES AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Global Environment Facility
Germany
UN pooled funds

At UNDP, we can’t do our work without the financial support of our partners. On behalf of the millions of lives that have been changed for good in 2018, and for helping the planet we all inhabit, we
say, “Thank You” in every language.
A special thank you to the following regular resources
supporters who increased their contributions in 2018:

Germany

Norway

Sweden

Netherlands

Luxembourg

Japan

Republic
of Korea

Japan

Norway
Argentina

In 2018, UNDP received

$392 MILLION

from International Financial Institutions’
investments, a 38% increase compared to 2017
Contributions by Funding Channel, 2017 vs 2018*
+6%
$5.2b

$5b

$4.9b
$341

In US$

$4b

$612

$65
$93

$357 (+5%)
$624
(+2%)

$858

$925
(+8%)

$1,006

$1,010
(+0.4%)

$3b

$2b

$67
$109

UN pooled funds
Regular resources
Vertical funds
Government cost sharing

$1b

$1,940

2017
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$2,110
(+9%)

Funds earmarked for
programmes or projects

UN Agencies
Italy

2018

*These are voluntary contributions received from funding partners, including Government Local Office Costs, as of May 2019.

* More information on all regular contributors to UNDP available at open.undp.org/donors
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HOW

CONNECTING
THE WORLD

Helping countries connect knowledge, build capacity,
and facilitate partnerships
UNDP is a trusted and active partner in advancing South-South Cooperation, with diversifying
financial flows. In 2018, over 100 country offices advanced South-South and triangular
cooperation, supporting partnerships with 180 countries through 900 initiatives.
At the same time, 20 percent – or $1 billion – of UNDP finances came from programme
countries for investment in their own countries in 2018, illustrating how development
finance flows are changing.
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Advanced over

900

South-South
initiatives in more
than 180 countries

$1 billion
of our finance originates in
programme countries
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